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I am absolutely amazed by this site. I am not a granthi but here are a
few basic mantras to know. For Bhanwari, pray on Shyami Amma krushi
to Get good results in your faiyres or ur exam. For Navnath bhakti good

results are there. So I am loving this site I wish they have more
information. Navnath BhaKti Saar is really amazing. Being a beginner in

granthi knowledge, I am very thrilled and excited to know about
Navnath BhaKti Saar. I have always read the Goraksham mantra

whenever I was in need of love and peace, or success in my life. Now, I
have the recommended mantra for different life situations I have been
reading shree guru Gorakshanath ji, Navnath bhakti saar, Shree guru

Devvrat,shree guru ramu, sree guru ramlal etc. I am not much
experienced in spiritual darshan, I never believed they are true, I

always believed in them but now I am bit convinced with these three I
have read and heard about them. May God bless them Navanath BhaKti
Saar is a very powerful mantra. People who have doubts about Guru ji's

Shree Navnath BhaKti Saar must join this website. This website will
clear your doubts once for all. Now I am free from all my doubts. I am

happy that I have come here and found myself. I was reading the
Ganesh puja books. They were very interesting. I wanted to know the

mantra for Shree Navnath BhaKti Saar. I read some of the books on this
website and found that the website is really a great way to read about

Guru ji's Shree Navnath BhaKti Saar mantra.
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their unique 9 mela/sevvad people, "navnath bhaktisar" is common to
all the naths. nine leaders had been accepted by devotees as pontiffs

or jurists, and each of the former has rule over each of the latter. this is
the link between natha buddhism and several off-shoots within

hinduism. i would like to have translations of all the sanskrit prayers
given in navnath bhakti sahasranama. i have the book given by

navnath ji, but it does not contain all of them. please help me as soon
as possible. this is a very good website for a beginner like myself. it
would be really helpful to recommend a path, procedure to follow

navnath bhakti sahasranama. i have navnath kathasagar, please tell
me the differences and benefits of both. i found that bhakti

sahasranama is a difficult one for new people and kathasagar is
relatively easy. i am sure this information will be highly helpful to all

newcomers like myself. me aatta khup mothya aarthic adchanit aahe.
mazi chinchpokali la mothi jaga aahe pun ti kahi kelya vikali jat nahi.
customers khup yeoon jatat pun kunich reply det nahit me navnath

bhakt aahe. mazya gurunshi swataha macchindranath baba boltat, me
tyanchya barobar sawargaon la jaoon jevan suddha ghalun aale aahe.
aani tyanchi bhakti suddha karate tyanche aadesh suddha yetat kam
hoil pan kam ka hot nahi tech kalat nahi please mala margadarshan
kara tumhala konala kahi sangta yeil ka navnath is indeed the great

navshi. he has the very shri and divya qualities. these qualities can be
understood only by those who are honest and sincere. the material

world is real. the soul is the real. the material world is not to be feared.
its been the great navshi who has taught us that god is to be found only

in the soul. the kama is not to be known and should be avoided. the
worldly pleasures or sensual pleasures are to be avoided. the soul, it is
said is the only real world. the soul is real because it is totally pure. the

soul is in the pure state only. pure is to be known as one is the pure.
the pure state is the only state. the pure is to be known as the only

state. the soul is definitely known as the only real. navnath has proved
it beyond doubt. the navantha system of navnath teaches that man can

directly feel god. the soul is eternal. so, we can know that god has no
beginning and no end. god is one. we can perceive that god is of

immeasurable intelligence. we can understand how could be the god,
we understand how he/she exists eternally. that’s not all. we can

understand that god is total peace, it is beyond our comprehension. it is
beyond man’s capacity to understand this greatness. god is pure, he is

the only pure. there is no other pure. god is total bliss and total
freedom from all kinds of miseries. there is no other bliss. there is no

other freedom. and finally, we can understand that god is one. there is
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no other god. for god is one, there is no second. no other god exists.
and to be this happy to feel god at all is an experience indeed. so, it is
beyond all our capability to understand his greatness. but we have to

understand that god is real. god is not a delusion. god is not a fantasy.
and moreover, it is necessary for us to understand that the soul is the

only real. and at the same time we have to accept that god can be
known by man. god is not to be feared because he is eternal and he is

infinite. so, god is beyond our comprehension as we are unable to
understand his infinity. he is not to be fought with because that would
not be the way. he is love. he is his devotees. his devotees are his. he

is worshipped. we should indeed understand that god is beyond all
understanding. man can know god. the soul is the only real. this is the

truth. so, this truth is the truth and the truth must be recognized. god is
real, god is the soul, god is the soul 5ec8ef588b
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